The Gospel According To . . .

Extra Extra Read All About It!
Christ Has Second Thoughts
About The Church
The church is not like it used to be as if it ever was.
It’s lost its luster, its power, its influence all in the
name of Christian liberty? Is Jesus work done? We
got this down so much so that we can take it from
here? Remember it’s not our understanding of it all
but what the Word says – (2 Thessalonians 2:3)
Sources tell us that the church is confused, gone
commercial. It has taken the easy way of faith and
made it backwards. We are followers of Christ so
leave ourselves at the door. We’ve taken advantage
of choice and ran all over it because we can choose
what we want and don’t want from the pool of good
and evil. It would be wise to choose from the right –
(2 Timothy 4:3-4)
How can a layman lead? How can this be when we
still don’t know the difference between the church
and the kingdom? The church is where man is in
search of God. The kingdom is where man finds Him.
But few seem to find Him.
We’re taking “Be kind one to another” to a whole new
level to the point of party, party, party. Almost to the
point of a social club of so called good people. And
yes we honor our leaders but don’t make them an idol
which seems easy to do. Don’t be so dependent on
our leaders. They have to answer too if not more.
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A leader of the Word of God is sent; has went and has
a personal relationship with God in a strong imitate
manner and we’ll know them because they stand out.
They are the people who God can entrust and not
those who just went and think they were sent.
Grandpa did it, uncle did it and maybe so. It’s not a
family business it’s an appointment.
We are the church (a gathering of those who are
followers of Jesus Christ, witnesses to His being) we
are many? Even though we will be judged as a nation
we will be judged individually. What have we done
to bring the kingdom to this earth?
Do we know where we’re going? Have we introduced
ourselves and established a relationship with Jesus
Christ so that there will be no mistakes?
I can’t really speak for the nation but I can only speak
for myself and I want to be ready when Jesus comes.
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